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We are delighted that you want to register for our news. You will then receive an E-Mail, with which
you can confirm the receipt of the newsletter.

In case of queries or suggestions, please contact infa-aktuell(at)infastaub.de

Registration Newsletter

I agree that Infastaub GmbH ("Infastaub") may use my specified contact details in order to regularly
send me news and information about products, invitations to events, free tickets for trade fairs and
the newsletter Infa-Aktuell. In order to optimize advices by email, Infastaub identifies how often these
are opened by recipients and which links are opened.

I am aware, that Infastaub transfers my details to the CleverReach GmbH & Co. KG, a company of a
webbased independet email Marketing software, for the purpose of mailings. CleverReach from
Rastede is also liable to the German data security regulations and meets corresponding precautions.
A contract about data processing was concluded between the two mentioned companies. I can always
object to using my data for this purpose by sending an email to marketing(at)infastaub.de

The newsletter include a transparent 1x1 pixel graphic which is retrieved when opening the
newsletter from our server or when using a mailing provider from his server. Within this retrieval,
technical information, e. g. information about browser and your system as well as your IP-adress and
time of retrieval, is captured.

These information are used for technical improvement of our services - with the aid of technical data
or target groups and their reading behaviour - with local positions (they can be determined with the IP
address) or the access times. Part of the statistic surveys are also the determination if the newsletter
has been opened, when it was opened and which links have been clicked. Due to technical reaseons,
these information can be related to single newsletter recipients. Nevertheless, it is not our ambition -
or if used the ambition of the mailing provider - to observe single users. These surveys help us to
identify the reading behaviour of our users and to improve the content for them or to send different
content to our users according to their interests.

I may choose not to receive future communications at any time by following the instructions in the
communication on how to unsubscribe. Afterwards the communication will be stopped. Depending on
the objection, this might need up to two weeks because of technical reasons.

You find the market place for used filter units here.

You find all manuals PDF files here.

You find all upcoming fair dates here.

Sign up here for our newsletterand make sure to receive free tickets for our trade fairs.
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